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Product Update 

ELD and Unidentified Records  
The ELD rule clearly requires the tracking of all unidentified records (driving, engine power up, engine 

shutdown, malfunctions), however the FMCSA is now saying that the assigning of unidentified driving 

records is a must, while the assigning of engine power up, engine shutdown and malfunctions is not 

required.  With this in mind, Pedigree Technologies has updated the unidentified record management to 

focus on the unidentified driving records (rather than all unidentified records) to simplify things for ELD 

users. 

Update Compliance tab to show count of Unidentified Driving Records (as opposed to all 

unidentified records) 

 

New column added for Unidentified Driving Records in the Unidentified Records module. 
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When you click on Unidentified Driving Records for any tractor, the window to assign them will still 

show all unidentified records but you will also see the separate column for just the Unidentified Driving 

Records Count. 

 

 

Assigning of unidentified records should allow for the editing of other fields in addition to 

notes. 
After choosing who to assign records to, the notes option has changed to include adding the Shipping 

Document Number, Carrier, Trailer, and Notes. Be sure to add each of these fields. 
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Ability to add notes to unidentified records that haven’t been assigned 
For unidentified records that you choose not to assign to a driver, such as vendor related records, you 

have the ability to add a note to that record and can then filter out all records with notes in the future.  

Add Note to Multiple Records from the main records manager window. 

 

Add Note to a single record

 

 

Unsynced unidentified record count now shown on unidentified record module on 

compliance page 
Unidentified records on ELDs do not sync to OneView until a tablet has been signed into and connected 

to that ELD so OneView now shows the count of unsynced unidentified driving records.  
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OneView inserts that are blocked due to driving time will prompt the user with the next 

available time that a non-driving record can be inserted

 

POV 
Unidentified record count now only counts driving records 
Only the number of unidentified driving records will show in the count, but when a driver looks at their 

unidentified records, they will still see all of the relevant unidentified records.
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Date/time picker in POV when inserting a record is now only a time picker to limit date 

mistakes 

 

Show a sync prompt when a driver goes off duty 
This Sync Status will appear to remind the driver to let their logs sync before powering off the tablet 

 
 

Updated sign out options reminding them to go off duty when signing out 
Right after tapping the sign out button, if the driver is not in Off Duty status, they will see a prompt to 

update their duty status before they sign out.  The driver can choose “Skip” to stay in your current status 

or select a different status and choose OK. 

 


